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Wynn Supports the Teaching and Research Development of the  

University of Macau 

Cultivating and sharing talents in line with the  

Belt and Road, as well as Greater Bay Area Initiatives 

 

Macau, August 1, 2017 – Wynn has always supported the development of education and the 

nurturing of local talents as the company strongly believes that education is the foundation of a 

society’s most important values: knowledge and culture. In one of its most far-reaching 

corporate social responsibility initiatives, Wynn Resorts (Macau) S.A. recently donated MOP 80 

million to the University of Macau Development Foundation (UMDF), to support the long-term 

development of the University of Macau (UM) and its Asia-Pacific Academy of Economics and 

Management (APAEM). 

 

At the cheque presentation ceremony, Dr. Lam Kam Seng Peter, University Council Chair / 

Chair of the Trustees Committee of UMDF and Prof. Wei Zhao, UM Rector / Vice Chair of the 

Executive Committee of UMDF received the cheque from Ms. Linda Chen, President and 

Executive Director of Wynn Resorts (Macau) S.A. 

 

Wynn is grateful for the opportunity to have an active role in supporting the University of Macau, 

as well as the city as a whole. More importantly, the Company hopes to lay a solid foundation in 

constructing a sustainable and long-term system for nurturing Macau’s local talents. In support 

of the Belt and Road initiative, as well as the Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macau Greater Bay Area 

development plan, this effort aims to play a key role in developing local expertise and sharing 

talents throughout the region. In facilitating the growth of neighboring countries and regions, the 

initiative will also help provide more diversified opportunities for local youth, enabling them to 

contribute to the economic development of the country. 

 

The donation is part of a commitment made by Wynn Resorts (Macau) S.A. to UMDF in 2011. 

This continuous support has enabled APAEM to conduct independent and groundbreaking 

research, with the academy backed by a strong teaching and advisory team made up of well-

known scholars, including three Nobel Prize laureates who serve on its Honorary Advisory 

Board. Its goal is to establish a world-class research and advisory hub to develop regional 

policies and nurture the new generation of leaders for the Asia-Pacific region. 
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Photo caption: 

 
 

(From left to right) Ms. Katharine Liu, Vice President of Communications of Wynn Macau and 

Wynn Palace, Prof. Wei Zhao, UM Rector / Vice Chair of the Executive Committee of UMDF, 

Ms. Linda Chen, President and Executive Director of Wynn Resorts (Macau) S.A., Dr. Lam Kam 

Seng Peter, University Council Chair / Chair of the Trustees Committee of UMDF, Prof. Jacky 

Yuk Chow So, BNU Chair Professor in Finance - Dean of Faculty of Business Administration / 

Director of Asia-Pacific Academy of Economics and Management, University of Macau, and Mr. 

Peng Chun Vong, Director of Alumni and Development Office, University of Macau. 

  



   
 

 

ABOUT WYNN MACAU 

Wynn Macau is a luxury hotel and casino resort in the Macau Special Administrative Region of 

the People's Republic of China with two iconic towers featuring a total of 1,008 spacious rooms 

and suites, approximately 284,000 square feet of casino space, over 57,000 square feet of retail 

space, eight casual and fine dining restaurants, two spas, a salon and a pool. The resort proudly 

boasts three distinct entertainment experiences, including Macau’s only choreographed 

Performance Lake, blending lofty plumes of water, gracefully choreographed music from 

Broadway tunes to renowned Chinese songs, powerful LED lights and fire effects.  

 

Wynn Macau is operated by international resort developer Wynn Resorts, recipient of more 

Forbes Travel Guide Five Star Awards than any other independent hotel company in the world. 

Wynn Macau is the only Resort in the world with 7 Forbes Five-Star Awards, garnering Five-

Star awards for its hotel, restaurants and spas. Wynn Macau opened on September 6, 2006 and 

its second tower – Encore opened on April 21, 2010. For more information on Wynn Macau, 

visit http://www.wynnmacaupressroom.com. 

 

ABOUT WYNN PALACE 

Wynn Palace is the second luxury integrated resort from international resort developer Wynn 

Resorts in the Macau Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China, following 

the launch of Wynn Macau. Located in the Cotai area, it features a 28-storey hotel with 1,706 

exquisitely furnished rooms, suites and villas, versatile meeting facilities, over 105,000 square 

feet of renowned luxury retail, 10 casual and fine dining restaurants, Macau’s largest spa, a 

salon, a pool and approximately 500,000 square feet of casino space. The resort also features a 

variety of entertainment experiences, including the dazzling 8-acre Performance Lake that 

mesmerizes guests with a choreographed display of water, music and light, the unique SkyCab, 

spectacular, large-scale floral displays by renowned designer Preston Bailey and an extensive 

collection of art works by some of the world’s leading artists. 

 

Wynn Resorts is the recipient of more Forbes Travel Guide Five Star Awards than any other 

independent hotel company in the world. Wynn Palace opened on August 22, 2016. For more 

information on Wynn Palace, visit http://www.wynnpalace.com. 
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For media enquiries, please contact: 

Jasmine Cheong, Director – Corporate Communications & Community Relations 

Tel: (853) 8889 3931 / Email: jasmine.cheong@wynnmacau.com  

 

Mac Lou, Manager – Corporate Communications 

Tel: (853) 8889 3933 / Email: mac.lou@wynnmacau.com 
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